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The history of 1949 holds an important position in Taiwanese people's memory. 
People who arrived in Taiwan with the Kuomintang troops as well as their decendants 
are called "mainlanders". For decades, Taiwan's literary works have been continuing 
to review the history and pour out people's bitterness related to the history. From the 
narration of the exile in 1949 and the recording of veterans' hardship to the "Juan 
Chun Literature"--description of lives in the compound of military families by "the 
second generation of mainlanders"--the historical exile to Taiwan that involved 
millions of people repeatedly receives close attention in literature of Taiwan.      
In contemporary Taiwan, as the "provincial-identity" conflict becomes increasingly 
prominent, nostalgic works of mainlander writers and the second-generation 
mainlanders' imaginary description of the mainland and the Chinese history have 
constituted a backlash against the trend of localization.In recent years, along with the 
publication of As One Family, Hotel of Western Xia , The Great Sea of 1949 and Ju 
Liu River, writings about the "imaginary Chinese identity" has become increasingly 
diversified and multidimensional. Ji BangYuan's truthful recollection of her life in her 
memoir, Long-Yingtai's personal comment implied in her collection of oral history, 
Zhang-Dachun's vivid description of the hometown culture and life of his own family, 
Luo-Yijun's fable story that incorporates the fall of the Western Xia Dynasty...each 
has created a unique imagination and description of the history of the migration to 
Taiwan. These authors share one similarity--that they all portray a virtual homeland in 
their works. Though the purpose and cultural background vary in different writings, 
we can see them as a meaningful attempt of the "mainlanders" or "second-generation 
mainlanders" to create an affectional tie between homeland and themselves. 
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                                         ——《巨流河》 
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